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TODAY'S WEATHER
Parrl v cloud v throu!!"h ~aturda y.
Ea ste rl y wind s 10 to 20 mph, with
!!"Usts to 25 mph . Hi!!h toda y riear
80, low toni!!"ht 59.
·

~
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CO/lier: minority job bias a problem
By Mike Kilgore
Oracle Staff Writer
After a three-day conference on job equality
and affirmative action in Chicago, USF
Minority Representative Troy Collier said his
viewpoint and perspective on mmonty employment has drastically changed.
"Before the conference, I looked at things from
. the University administration viewpoint and
realized what couldn't be don~, " Collier said. "I
realize now that there are things to be done in this
country (about discrimination) and the

....

"They (the administrati(Jfl) accept different multi-racial f{r(lllps but then
they try to turn them (llll as white as
possible. This is not satisfactory
because what · blacks want is to f{ai-n a
multi-racial educati(Jfl."
, . --Troy Collier
University has its part to do. "
Collier said the conference was prompted by

rec~nt legislation which brings the universities
undertheTitle VII of the Health, Education and
Welfare (HEW). He said the move would result
in more court cases for discrimination rather than
withdrawal of funds or mediation.
"Many people feel that new battles for equal
opportunity·and affirmative action will be in the
courts," .Collier said. "Co.urt battles are more
definitive and binding."
Collier cited a recent court case in which the
judge ruled it was no longer acceptable to make a
goodwill effort to send job discrimination but
Continued on page twelve

S G bfeal<s
from US F
dictatorship'
1

-

By Pat A!Ten
. legislators that the motion calls
Oracle
Staff
Writer
for educating students about
.
issues that most of the
Student Gov.e rnment voted
legislators (SG) face , and that
last night to "end all complicity
"most of them (the students)
with the dictatorial adminisface but don 't really know."
tration of pres. Cecil Mackey. "
about.
The main motion, submitted
He suggested that t:actics of
by Education Sen. Benjie
the
educational campaig~ could
Sperling and passed 14-1 :Z,
declare .cl
Mackey ' s include staging rallies and
administration "illegitimate. . . composing leaflets to show
.by vi_rtue of s:,iid administra- how the University has
Oracle Photo by Bob Fiallo
tion's total disregard for blocked Student Government
Argos pool forsaken
American constitutional law.' '. and meaningful reform for
The motion charged students.
The~e sun worshippers soak up very little
swimming, but the sun stHi feels good. f-!;>r
"We would like to pass It
Mackey with "unprecedented
water as they enjoy the Argos pool
tanning tips see Pat McCauley's health
arrogance., deceit, and bad faith
Continued en page twelve
facilities. The cool weather !las discouraged
column on page 6.
towards the students" - and
::harged the University with
"deceptively . but effectively
denying to students and faculty
freedom of speech, freedom of
assembly,
freedom
of
association, and due process of
Freshmen men and
the law."
.
women should be allowed to
The motion also maintained
visit each other,according to
that all problems students have · the chairman of the Board
"We
are
at
the
mercy
of
the
By Ellie Sommer
bread build strong b_odies 12
with the University "stem
· ofRegents committee
refined food people," she said,
wa.ys .''
Oracle Staff.Writer
from
the
State
of
Florida's
studying visitation policies.
after questioning their right to
She criticized tlte advertisers
America can collapse, Adelle
economic conception of ·
Parents do not seem
produce
deficient
foods.
and manufacturers fo(
Davis charged last night, unless
students as cattle to be herded
overly
concerned about
enhancing their products with ·
the people become more aware
and
processed
and
Mackey's
open dormitories said
T he refined food producers
"enriched". and "fortified"
df disease being generated by
determination to deny us any
Regent Julius F. Parker.
claim
the
people's
liberty
to
when actually these products
"refine9 food producers."
control whatsoever over the
Over
90 per cent of polled
freedo~
of
choice
as
a
basis
for
remove 4ffnutrient~ and only 3 .
"I don't see any hope; ' she
our
poli~ies
that
directly
affect
parents
gave permission to
continued production. ·
are replaced.
said, "unless it's you, the
lives."
their children under 21 to
Continued on page twelve
college student."
Sperling explained to the
Miss Davis said producers
live in visitation areas.
Miss Davis cited the increase
should not have the right to
Parker said the present
in mental illness, heart diseases
produce ill-health because they
policies are morally
and diabetes over the past 72
want to make money. The
unnecessary and inhibit
years as a direct res_ult of
-audience
clapped
enthusstudents academically.
artificially produced and
musicians are invited to come
An open air folk concert is
iastically, responding m
. The Board will review
enriched foods.
and jam. ·
./
agreement with her charge.
set for tonight in the Argos
v1s1tation
policies .next
Soft drinks, breads, and a
George Orras of the Drug
Monday.
Parker
said he
Displaying her sense of mall.
wide variety cif ·"snacks" do
Rap Cadre, which is
hopes the Board will provide
h!lmour , l\1iss Davis
have some nutritional value,
spon?"oring the concert, said
visitation for freshmen and
The
concert
will
run
from
8
sarcastically quoted a popular
but these are destroyed by the
·t hey plan more concerts in the
end
the year-old argument.
commercial, "Certain kinds of midnight and acoustical · future.
refining process, she said.

Nutritionist charges
-refined fbods-Jacl< value
~

Folk conce·r t tonight

Open dorm-s
favored by
one rf?gent

Ad dic ts can n-o w ge t pri va te he lp
Gov . Reub in Askew signed
a new law Monday extending
the right of "privileged
communication " not only to
doctors, but to nonprofessional drug counselors at
volunteer agencies.
.
Health and Rehabilitative
Services Director Emmett S.
Roberts said the new law
letting drug users seek help
confidentially will give addicts
a better chance of kicking the
habit.
The law requires all

[St ate ,
------- Ra p
methadone treatment programs
to comply with state
guideline s , providin g
counseling and vocational
rehabilitation instead of just
substituting methac:ione for
heroin.
Doctors, hospitals and clinics

up'

are now allowed to treat minors
for drug addiction without
.advising their parents, also by
the new law .

*****
A bill allowing school
boards to exempt ill-or disabled
students from being bused out

1

He a.v y fav ori te' Muslcie
pu lls ou t of pri ma rie s

A heavy favorite for the
nomination less than two
months ago, Sen. Edmund S.
Muskie of Maine has decided to
pull out of all remaining
president ial
primaries .
However, he plans to mak,e it
clear he is available for the
Democrati c
· nominatio n ,
despite a series of setbacks and
defeats in the Pennsylvania and
Massachusetts primaries.
Muskie attributed his ·
withdrawal to the financial

World Wide
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burden and lack of response.

*****
The U.S. Treasury, its till
.
.
flushed with unexpected cash
from paycheck overwithholding and other sources, said
Wednesd ay it would

Bay Camp us.

Foll< rocl< gro up
at cof fee hou se
Ar~hur, Hurley and
Gottleib, formerly ✓ Jeffrey
Arthur and Friends, will
perform at the Pot Pourri
Coffee House Saturday at 8
and 11 p.m.
The best known group to
play at St. Petersburg campus,
according to Student Affairs
Director Wayne Hoffmann,
Arthur, Hurley and Gottlieb
are known to Tampa students
for their appearance with
Richie Havens at the John
Lindsey rally and their con.cert
performance with Delaney,
Bonnie and Friends.
Their sound is folk rock via
fiddle, organ and guitar.

JACKS O.N'S
BICYCLE STORE
114 BUFFALO AVE.
1-75 South to Buffalo Exit
'

SPEED SHOP
HOURS 9-5 6 DAYS
PH. 232.;.0661
• COLUMBIA
• RALEIGH
• KALKNOFF
• · JOANOU
• MONTARIN O • MURRAY

GITA NE
~re coming

The classical guitar of
Christian Guichard, a young
P-arisian and former student of
the French Conservato ry of
Music of Paris, will open the
Pot Pourri entertainme nt at 8
p.m. today .

deliberately pay off a small
portion of the public debt for
the first time in a decade.
Treasury
Undersecre tary
for Monetary Affairs P~ul A.
Vo lcker said the Treasury
would use some of its excess
cash to pay off $7000-mill ion
in governmen t securities that
mature ~ay 15.

*****
Premier Fidel Castro of
Cuba will visit Moscow in June
_ for the first time in eight years ,
it was announced Wednesda y.
Diplomatic sources said he
would attempt to cement his
recently patched-up friendship
with Russia, a relationship
severely strained b)l the 1962
Cuban missile crisis. The
Castro visit will be about a
month after President.N ixon 's
visit to the Soviet Union.

of their neighborho ods for
•Allowin g bona fide
integration purposes has been non-profit organizations to
signed into law by Gov. have a license for on-premise
Reubin Askew.
consumptio n
of alcoholic
Askew also signed into' law beverages for one day each
these bills:
year.
•Allowing persons over 65
•Al ·! owing
count y
to apply for an extra $5,000 commissions to levy a 1-cent
-homestead exemption either in gasoline tax to finance a mass
person or by mail and transit system if the voters
postponing the Legislature 's approve in a referendum . .
· promise to make up school
boards ' losses from the
increased exemption .
• Including persons certified
disabled by doctors as among
those eligible for disabled
persons' propert y tax
exemptions .
Askew also · allowed these
bills to become law without his
signature:
•A student charged with
felonious drug offenses and
found guilty will be
automatically expelled.
It
allows such students to remain
in school if they divulge
information leading to the arrest and conviction of the
person who supplied them with
the drugs.
•Directing the Board of
Regents to conduct a study to
determine whether a new law
school is needed in Florida.

SAL E on

· OAK. HAVEN.
FISHING CAMP
/
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SEMP ERIT
TIRES

1 5 0/
IO

12143 Riverhills Dr.
Phone 988-45 80 Canoes to Rent
24 Rental Boats

off with
this ad

Free River Map
All Live Bait

10 Rental Motors· Tackle • Licenses
Lunches --Refreshments
Cement Launching Ramp

VITESS E
406 N. Dale Mabry
Ph. 876-7021

Guides
Location :
Our sign on North Side of Fowler at Hoyt
St. Just ½ mile E. of 56th St.

SE NIO RS
SENIOR CLASS GRADU ATION BANQUET
AT BARTKES DINNER THEATER

Tli:\-SALES & RENTAL

MAY 19 - 6 P.M.

One of Florida's
_Largest ...

SA VE $ 2 .5 0 per person
~OW $4.00 per person or $8.00 per couple

l,(wa lio u ~

TICKETS AVAILABLE: U.C: L·OBB Y
-

Alumni _Association Office, Adm. 190
or Any Senior Class Exec. Boa rd -Memb er

/fr
LOHI> WEST
•

•
•
..•
•
·•

e

ANNOUNCEMENTS AVAILABLE:

Tuxedos

Velvets ·
Strollers
Shan tung-s
Bus. Suits
Brocades
Flairs

·• Ties

• Belts
White and colored
Edwardians

'

10% OFF
,
WITH THIS :\I>
West Shore Pla:za
. Ph. 876-8551
NORTH GATE
SHOPPING CENTER
Ph. 933-5436
· , " 1 · ,.- · .. • ·" · · · · · · · · ·" · · ·" · ... · · · · · · ·
..__ _...;.;.;..;;~
.....;.;.;.;..------

- In U.C. Lobby 9-4 Mon.-Fri.
After 4 CTR 222
Until April 28
After April 28 - 9 am-9pm U.C. 222

REMEMBER
Torch light June 2
8 p.m. Cresen t Hill
Comm encem ent June 11 ~ 3 p.m.
Curtis -Hixon
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landed on one foot on the rear I
left fender. "
-I
Parramore was charged with I
,

Po lice jail stl: )de nt
for get tin g l<iCl<s'
1

Jf'f'f

By Benjamin Waksman
Oracle Staff Writer

Stude~t charged after
parking ticket disagreemen t
with
damaging a Security
statirm wag rm. Brmd set at

Campus Security charged a
student · yest~rday
with
destruction of state property,
accusing the student of kicking
the rear of an emergency
· vehicle, causing . $ 150-$200.
estimated damage.
According to Campus Police
Chief Jack Prehle, Ross L.
Parramore, l9, walked out of
theJCampus Po lice office after a
discussion over a parking ticket

$1,0,00.
and kicked the left rear of a
1970 Ply mouth station wagon
used to transport sick students.
Prehle said th e student
"jumped off the ground and

.Chil es to .spea lc ·
at USF grad uatio n
U.S. Sen. Lawton M. Ch·iles
has been selected as the featured
speaker at the i'0th annual USF
commenceme nt
ceremonies
Sunday, June 11, at 3° p.m. in
Curtis Hixon Hall.
Members of the senior class
drew up l 0 nominations
submitting the top speakers of
their choice. After delivering
the nominations to Pres~ Cecil
Mackey, Chiles was chosen as
the commenceme nt speaker.
Chiles, 42, served eight years
in the Florida House of
Representatives and four years
in the State Senate · before
winning the election to the
U .S. Senate in 1970. He is a
graduate from the University
of Florida with a bachelor's
degree
in
business
administration .
This year's graduating class

·C ancer
drive

May _1 :--2
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity is
sponsoring a Cancer Drive in
this area May 1-2 as part qf the
National Cancer Drive.
The fraternity will be
accepting donations at UC
1
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
Monday and Tuesday. They
will also be seeking
contributions off campus in the
area between Fowler and
F letcher, from 301 to Florida
Ave.
This year's motto is "Save
canc"er in your lifetime":
The Cancer Drive 1s an
annual Pike event.
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will be the largest one in the
history of the institution .
Approxima tely 3,600
students have completed
requuemen ts for their
bachelor's degree program
since the 1971 co.mrriencement
ex_!!rcises- or are expected to
qualify atthe end of the current
academic quarter. Some 500
stlidents are expectedrto qualify
for master's degrees.
T he degree§ to·beawarded in
this year's commenceme nt
ceremonies will bring the total
of USF graduates to 19,000.
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I
I
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Prehle said that with the I
Ply mouth due for the body I
th
1
ef
Y s;a~~~
transportation would be a I
Fo rd . " If the Ford goes while
the Plymouth 's . getting fixed 1
we won' t have any means of 1
transportmg students," he said. I

i~

~~:a.

I

a misdemeanor (dest~uctiori of
state property) and booked
into coumy jail. His bond was
set at $1,000.
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The best idea
to come out of Detroit in years.

I '
I

II
I

.
1
I

Imitation is the since rest form o f nattery, someone once said.
~
And never before has our modest car been on
the receiving end o f so much flattery.
,
.

I
II

What with the Big 3 auto makers coming out
th O
wi
little 3 ·
And on.e even promising not to change designs
for five ye ars.
Of course, it wasn't always like this.
Take 1949, for instance.'
The only people who liked the Bee tl e then
were the two who bought it.
But beir,g firs t with an idea also has its advantages.
Nobody, for example, has the experience we
ho.ve working on a sing le small ca r.
Wfi°Ve had the time to test our idea.
And improve it thousands of times. And refin e it
thousands of times.
Every step th e others take, we've been through
before.
In fact, it's kind of funny now. •
Watching · the makers of 425 ho rsepower en gines try It? catch up witl:i a Volkswagen.
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"A N_ight of ·Mo-ck . Gamb ·ling"
"A Night of Cruising Down the River"
"A Night of Dancin g and Fun"

I
I
i

i

I
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FRIDAY, APRIL 28th TOM SAWY ER RIVERBOAT
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Boat' leaves dock ~t 9:00 p.m ..

f

Tickets Availab le at U.C. Informa tion Desk

'ti

$1 .50 wi_th 1.0.
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students at the University of South
Florida. t:ditorial views herein are not
·
AND
necessarily those of the advisor or the
.
.
University administration

DI TOR IAL S

COMM E NTA Ry

Information ,s hould be open · to .a ll

\,

Somewhere between the USF
Information Services office and the
USF Postal Services communications
went awry. As a result, some 18,000
information letters were sent by first
class ma.ii instead of bulk rate. The result
was an additional $840 expense to the
taxpayers .
Occurrences like _this do happen. We
realize that this was a~ honest mistake
and not a result of planned
administrative inefficiency. Normally,
we would report it as news and leave it
at thit:. .
1)6wever, our investigation of this
inciaent brought forth a much more
serious
matter.
Specifically,
we
discovered a marked tendency by those
involved to - try to avoid giving
information pertinent to this mix-up.
We are particularly distressed by the ·
assumptions of Campus Po_stmaster J.
W. Boyd and hmes Vickrey, assistant
to the President. Boyd simply refused to
comment on any ·aspect of the incident.
Vickrey said that though information
involving such costs is public, he
couldn't really blame Boyd for refusing
to divulge it. He added , "Anybody
could call up and get that sort of
information then."

c~-- - POOL IC

We find the sentiments expressed
by Vickrey to be totally misplaced. We
further · see this attitude to be an
unfortunate microcosm of the national
political scene where public officials are
increasingly shielding their actions .from
the public on the assumption that it is
none of the public's business.
T he beauty of our government, as
it is set up, is precisely thatanybody can
"call up · and . get that sort of
information. " This notion is essential to ·
the very concept of a government
elected by the people.
Vickrey's statement implies that m1e
must be able to justify himself to those
who possess the information before he
be allowed to receive it. This is simply
wrong! This sort of philosophy must be
purged from :all areas of public s~rvice.
If a mistake is made it should be
admitted. It can be forgiven. But this
_assumption on the part of public
servants (as are Vickreyand Boyd) that
they possess the right to conceal their
actions can not be allowed to persist if
· "the system" is to function properly.
' The public has the right of access tQ
information on what its government is
doing. This must not be forgotten.
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--letter s-Editor:
Appropriate or not, the Constitution
guarantees freedom of expression as
long as s·aid expression doesn 't interfere
with the rights of others. I doubt
Firs t, in the form of an
seriously whether a court would rule
announcement, RegentCriser will be OR
that cut-off jeans or beards interfere
the USF campus to discuss problems
with the rights of others and that a
.today. It is interesting to note that the
professor hired by the state could refuse
· meeting with the regent is scheduled at
to teach state students merely beeause he.
11 a-.m. and the faculty meeting is
bi::lieves a beard is inappropriate.
scheduled for the free hour.
W. C. Hanshumaker
Editor:
Another chance for faculty and staff ·
A poor attitude _was shown by
to tell the Regents about , student
assistant
administrator Jim Vickrey in
problems. If you can't make the 11 a.m.
the
mail"
oversight
story Wednesday.
There have been many charges
meeting because of class, there is a 2
Vickrey
languishes
in
the
throughout
the University (and the
p.m. meeting on the 5th floor . of the .
administration's
"excellent"
response
to
country,
for
that
matter) that people in
library.
Mackey's 18,000 letters. How in the
power have been ignoring the wishes
·
hell
do
15
responses
constitute
even
'
and
criticisms of the people. In some
Secondly, I would like to appeal to
one::-thousandth
of
a
per
cent?
If
that's
instances
these accusations arc valid, in
the students and staff who disagree with
excellent,
the
administration
must
have
others
they
aren't.
·my proposal for open parking to come
a
pretty
poor image of itself.
We are pleased to note the manner in
and see ·me before drawing any
And
why
does
the
Student
Affairs
which
Dale Rose, coordinator of the
conclusions. I'm • in the SG office
fund
have
to
cov._
e
r
up
for
Mackcy
's
USF lecture series, has responded to
Monday through Friday.
ditto, which most likely will end up criticisms that his programs do not
around a fish. "Since we c;onsider the , provide students with speakers 'they
Mark Levine
lettedo concern students, we funded it wished lo hear.
Commuter Senator
through the Student Affai~s Office, "
Vickrey said. That's like me sending
Mackey 18,000 letters and charging
them to him.
And why didn't Vickrey reveal the
, The Oracle welcomes letters to the
source
that is costing taxpa yers almost
editor on all topics. All letters must be
ANPA PACEMAKER AWARD 1967-, 1969
one
thousand
more dollars? Aren ' t our
signed and addressed including student
ACP All-AMERICAN SINCE 1967
classification. Names will be. withheld
administrators responsible to the
Published four times weekly, Tuesday
upon request.
taxpayers?
.
through Friday , during the academic year
It can be assumed that errors will
period September through mid-June; twice
Letters should be no more than 300
weekly on Tuesdays- and Thursdays during
happen
occasionally in a university. lt is
words, ·triple spaced typewritten. The
the academic year period mid-June through
truly a shame this fellow V ickrcy is one
editor reserves the right to edit or
August, by the University of South Florida,
of them.
shorten letters. Letters received by noon
4202 Fowler Ave., Tampa, Fla . 33620 ..
Ken Simmons
Second class postage paid at Tampa, Fla .
will be i.onsidered for publication the
, , 1 (°'(-) /\ii · ·. P~i~-ted by Peerless Printers, Inc ., T~~pa.
following day.
Editor:
Two things have recently come into
focus that solicit clarification and need
to be brought to student attention .

I

Lecturers _by ballot
will benef;it students

~

He has listened to the criticisms and
has taken action to c~rrett them. On
page 11 of today's Oracle there is a
ballot with a list of possible speak-ers.
There are provisions for write-in
suggestions and a safeguard against a
stuffed ballot -box.
The students now have an
opportunity to chose for themselves
who will be next year's lecturers. Those
who are interested in the series should
take the minimal effort required and
make this ballot a success.

Letter policy

0~CLE
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Oracle coverag e --and wi~h my f~ll !nt_ent to pay
the ent1re · pubhshmg cost. We
.,needs depth
never even discussed it.
Editor:

feel that the author of the
editorial failed to understand
the circumstances of the
situation.

I could go on. John Koch
was misquoted. Dr. EichhornBills of these kind are not
Von Wurmb's explanation to
slow
and deliberate, but rather
me why he would not appear
are
spontaneous eruptions on
was a good deal different from
the
part
of the legislature. Last
The Oracle's account. But, as I
Thu~sday
was not an isolated
ha.ye said, criticizing The
incident.
In
the last two years
Oracle is an old and tiresome
they have produced two
chore.
resolutions
to abolish
I would, however, like to say
themselves.
a word on irrationality, over
which Barber and EichhornThese were the occasions
Von Wurmb · seem so when they
felt acutely their
distraught. If Western own impotence
and .decided it
rationality can only conceive of would be better
to_resign than
and condone concepts that are to continue.
And on those
· only expressable in a stilted occasions
The Oracle, our .
language of words, if Western partner under
administrative
rationality's pinnacle of restrictions, came
out with
achievement is this rotten - biting
editorials on the
so~iety and the most brutal and childishness of our actions.'
criminal war in the history of
- man, and if Western . This time, though,we almost
rationality's glory is deifying · decided to fight back instead of
the petty and crushing the self-destructing. ' And. again
different,. then I reject that The Oracle came down on us,
ta tionali ty in hopes offind ing a calling the strike drastic action
true reason. Such refusal to
for the "issue(s)," over which
consider the remote possibility
we were legislating.
of the existence of a reality.
The idea of a strike is not
outside one's own ' has
possible at USF, not because it
sanctioned the butcher of
1s an "inconvenience" but
humanity since our "gre;
civilization" began. That, I call
not ·only- irrationality, but
WIN -A FORD
brutal stupidity_.
MUSTAN G
John Hogg
c.:,urt'esy Bill Currie Ford
SG Vice President
Or One Of 50 Other Prizes

I am a new student at USF
but it seems to ine that The
Oracle is not living up to its
potential.
I think of a student
newspaper as being, a forum for
ideas as well as a surveyor of
the campus scene. As yet,
however, I tum to the letters
section only to find comments
about parking fines and lack of
parking space.
lsh't there any thought being
provoked at this University? Is
there nothing being discussed
in the classes of interest?
Perhaps it's just a case of
learning in the classroom and
forgetting it o~ce pastthe door.
Just listening to our shouted
opin.ions one .would think that
surely truth_has finally been
uncovered. We have pointed to
the errors of the Establishment
and rightly so, but we then
unknowingly co-opt their·
values.
Our fervor against the
Establishment is such that we search in every crack and
crevice for some burning issue
to bring to light so that we can
cry Foul! Foul! What ·is the
res\1lt of our passionate _quest
for the truth? The result is
banner heaqlines in the student
newspaper crying - "Mail
Error Costly to USF '~and
editorials on the urgent need
for bike paths.
Tom Ketchey
3 PHI
Editor:

·During Mustang Mobile Home's
Sweepstakes

Editori al upsets
seven Senato rs

Hogg says bias
in Oracle story
Editor:
The Oracle, as I expected,
was able to completely distort
the events .ofApril 26 (the Free
Speech Podium) , with its usual
unprofessional, establishment
bias. Professo_rs and other such
"adults'' are, aswe know, much
more know~dgeabl e than
students or any and all subjects,
and therefore, their opinions
are more important; thus
explains the headline, "LSD
Paper 'garbage' says Barber."
Star reporter, Pat Allen, goes
on to quote Barber- at length,
omitting, coincidentally I'm
sure, everything I said about
the paper and my reply to
Barber's attack on my ethics.
Further on in the "news
story," if Mark Adams told
The Oracle that, "I told John
Hogg some time ago that he
could not use SG activity fees
to p;int the pamphlet," that is a
bald-faced lie. That pamphlet
went to the printer at the end of
the first quarter without the
knowledge of Mark Adams

MUSTANG
MOBILE HOMES

1605 N . .Franklin St. ,
.
229-8409 ' • .
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All you need is a USF ID to get your
Free Beer ( or RC) ,with the purchase
of a pizza or a sandwich
EVERY SUNDAY EVENING.

Get in our Baker's Dozen Club

Buy 12 Pizza_s (unlimited time)
And Have Lucky, 13 On Us
Terrace Mall - Temple Terrace

[- EVERY
SU~DA Y
- - - -- -- - - -

London

At hens
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Bonk An .erico Cord_ ·

Apologizes to everyone whose beer was
served in paper cups last -Sunday and
promises to have . plenty of cool, frosty
mugs on hand so they won't run out again
this Sunday.

-

.

CYCLE CO.

988-7391
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Complete Line of.

TAMPA

-OPEN J 1 A.M. DAILY
5 P.M. SUNDAY

10914 N. Nebraska Ave. and
4502 Gandy Blvd., Tampa _

C

Also - Racing
Accessories

FREE BEER

NOTHING TO BUY
This weeks sweepstakes special:
BEAUTIFUL FRONT & REAR
2BEDROOM

BICYCLES

Raleigh Bicycles

L

NO OBLIGATION~

$3495

We were int~rested in your
editorial on the strike
resolution. Once again the SG
becomes a "fun and games"
organization in the eyes of The
Oracle. The resolution called
'
for a strike by the student
body
to -express their opposition tQ
the repressive policies of Pres.
Mackey. It was a serious
atte_mpt to eradicate SG's
complicity with the sham of
democracy and representation
that is perpetr~ted on this
campus.
On minor points of the
·editorial we found lines of
agreement. More planning was
in order in pr~paring the bill
and a strike, as opposed to other
actions,needs a great deal of
~upport to be effective. Bu_t we .

because students do not have we'd l_ike The Oracle to come
the will to fight back. They -along.
_have engrained in them a deep- John Shelley,John Koch, Sally
rooted negat1vtty about Simons, Bill Davis, Benji
changing things because they .'Sperling, John ·Kilcrease, Bob
Stevens
have no control over the
conditions and rights of their Members of the SG
!)wn existence.
After' years and years · of petitioning and recommending
-PATRO NIZE
we are now going to tum to the
students who have proven over
and over on campuses all over
OUR
the country that . the only
effective means of bringing
about change has been from
ADVERTISERS
nobody but themselves. And

3 :
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Not With Us . . . .

SUMMER-IN-EUROPE PROGRAM
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of: South Florida

FREE TRAVEL PLANNER!!
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CALL: (813) 971-3204
SOUTH FLORIDA FLITES
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f Health
By
Pat McCauley, R.N.

Kissing a no-no
with mono

Question: Why 1s 1t
everytime someone mentions
he has mono, immediately
some character pipes up with,
and who have you been ·
kissing. C~n you really get
morio by kissing?
Answer: I'm sorry to say
mono does have a social history
for liking young college
students. It's fair to assume that
some of you have contacted the
drseas·e by kissing a boy or
girlfriend who unknowingly
were in the infectious stages of
the disease. Fatigue and poor
diets, which incidently seem to
be becoming part of the
curriculum of many college
students, often sets the stage for
mono.
If you discover that your _
throat feels sore and that bla
feeling· isn't your normal self,
go see a doctor. And please
resist kissing anyone until you
feel better, -it's the polite thing
to do.
Question: How do you
prevent a sunburn and what do
you do if you get one?
Answer: Your question
strikes me funny because I
remember the time I was all

decked out in my bikini and I
asked my father tha,t question ,
and he kindl y told me to wear
some clothes.
Seriously, tanning isn 't
something you can do all in one
day. It is a simple biological
process where your skin ~cells
are stimulated by sun rays to
form a gradual thicking of the
upper layer of the skin which
usually takes about two weeks.
Things you can do . to
prevent sunburning and still
get a good tan 1s to first forget
heavy week-end exposures. It
can be injurious to your skin
until you have done the
preliminaries._

THE
II-FASHION
STORE

NORTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER

WESTSHORE PLAZA

DOWNTOWNi 70S FRANKLIN ST.
BRITTON PLAZA _SHOPPING CENTER

It has been suggested by
dermatologists that a series of
30-minute takes in the early
morning or late afternoon are
better because most of the
mJunous sun waves are
blocked at this time.
Buy a lotion that has
sunscreens and stay away from
home-style preparations such
as baby oil and iodine. Home
style preparations will not
protect you nor will it promote
proper tannmg.

Continuing education
to sponsor conferenc~
on . prison attitudes
By Tom Palmer ·
Oracle Staff Writer

professor of. adult and
vocational education at USF
and one of th·e planners of th(;!
Changing attitudes in the
conference, cited the need for
prison systems will be the topic - changing attitudes in the prison
of a two-day meeting of. the · ·system ..
VII Correctional ·
Region
"We believe we have to
(CEA)
Education Association
change the attitudes within the
at Tampa's lntern;ition~l Inn : prisons among inmates as well
May 1 and 2.
as the staff," he said.
Sponsored by USF 's Center
To i~prove this situation,
for Continuing Education, the
Collier said educational courses
meeting will feature speeches
are offered m every
by noted prison officials,
correctional institution in
including L. L. Wainwright,
Florida including allowing
director of the Florida Division
some inmates to attend local
of Corrections and past
junior colleges, hold down
president of the American
regular jobs during the day or
CorrectionalAssociation.
·even go home on weekend
Workshops wiU . gi:ve
pass.
participants a chance t~ discuss
According to Collier,
, the approaches scheduled for
Florida's program is possibly
presentation at the meeting_.
making a national contribution
The behaviorial, soc10in correctional education.
p e ra!ld
l o g i ca I
The meeting will draw
arp - · parttc1pants from Florida,
ceptua l/psychological
roaches ·will be stressed in
Geo rgia, Alapama, Mississippi
the education and rehabiliand the Carolinas and has also
tation of inmates.
drawn interest from the justice
Clarence Collier, assistant
Department.

BODY HUGGING KNITS
IDEAL WITH HOT PANTS,
. SUPER LO-RISE JEANS,
.AND SHORT-SHC)/~rr SKIR1:5

Its easy to be fashionable ... just charge it
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H.B.S .. PRODUCTIONS PRES ENTS:

-J

•

ROD
S TE' ART
also appearing

FACES
and

FREE

WORLD'S FIRST
ROCK AND ROLL CYRCUS
This Sunday Night - Tampa Stadium

·ALL TICKETS - $4.50 .

AVAILABLE AT
THE FOLLOWING ,LOCATIONS:

ALSO AVAILABLE
AT THE BOX OFFICE

RAT'S HOLE
SLACK SHACK
MUSIC PHILE
MODERN MUSIC
STEREO TAPE SHOP
B& B STEREO
(BA Y AREA)

INFINITE MUSHROOM
. (ORLANDO)

CAROUSEL R·ECORDS
(WINTER HAVEN)

. BRITCHES SOUTH
(LAKELA·ND)

ALL TICKETS WILL BE
. . ...... .
..... .. .$4.50
t••·
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Images abound
1

Pale Horse' rides to.n ight
- By Lisa Smith
Oracle Activities Editor

interactivns of those elemental various sizes will complete the
·desires are confused by a.male- set.
female sexual . attraction with
Walt Jones, at piano, will add
Complicated story lines and
the characters who represent to the mood with music, often
simplistic attitudes will mesh
life and death .
playing war and patriotic
this Friday and Saturday nights
Miranda is actually swept in · songs. T he Negro spiritual
in Kathleen Bindert 's · as part of the tragic influenza
from which the title "Pale
adaptation of Katherine Anne epidemic of 1918 , with the · Horse, Pale Rider " comes will
Porter's lyric short novel"Pale
tomb beckoning -- not serve as a leitmotif for the
Horse, Pale Rider. "
menacingly, but alluringly. presentation.
The Chamber Theatre
A symbolic set scheme of
The Speech department
production will be seed_ed·with
black and white will drape the
interpretation will be offered at
innuendoes to the life-death
stage in the form of parachute
8 p.m . both Friday and
wishes of a young woman
silks and similar filmy cloths. Saturday in LAN 103, free to
named Miranda; but the · Black and white blocks of the public.
Oracle photo by Russ ICerr

LIFE OR DEATH?
·Miranda cannot decide whether to accept the
comforts of the peaceful tomb, or the pleasures of a
worldly existence, in Kathleen Bindert's adaptation
of "Pale Horse, Pale Rider,"

Chaplin, Fields star
The
inimitable
Charlie
Chaplin and the inscrutable
W.C. Fields head the marquis
for Pi Sigma Epsilon's first film
outing Saturday at 7:30 and 10
p.m.
Also starring will be Mae
West, playing with W .C.
Fields in one of his best known
films, "My Little Chickadee."
Road Runner cartoons will

be on the bill, too, to highlight
the oldies with some more
recent chicanery.
The films and cartoons will
be shown in LAN 103, and all
tickets are priced at 50 cents.
The success of the showings
may prompt a series of films
brought to campus by Pi Sigma
Epsilon.

UC's El Casino riverboat
to house mocl<-gambJing
Mock blackjack, roulette,
craps and chuck-a-luck will be
served up along with some
good jazz music tonight aboard
the Tom Sawyer.
Providing the gambling and
the chips will be the UC in their
annual "El Casino."
·
Providing the jazz will be
Dr. "Bill" Garrett, along with
several other musicians.
The Tom Sawyer leavenhe

dock at 9 p.m. and cruises
around Tampa Bay until
midnight.

Tickets, available at the UC
Information Desk, are priced at
$1.50 per person with I.D.

Theatre experiments
An improvisationally
designed and untitled
experimental theatre offering
will be presented to students
today at 2- p.m. in the Centre
Stage.
The work was created-step

by-step during rehearsals by the
six-man cast. Student Director
Jvli~hael Leighton oversaw the
project.
The play will be free to the
public, as are all experimental
theatre plays.

THE FILM ART SERIES PRESENTS 2 GREAT FILMS OF 1970
ACADEMY AWARD WINNER ·)-:·._

(1'BEST
~

~
-:

- · FOREIGN FILM

.

" The motion picture that
asks the question.
'Who polices the police?' "
- CHARtES CH AMPLIN LA T1mH

COLUMBIA PICTURES
DANIELE SENATORE and MARINA CICOGNA present

'

GIAN MARIA VOLONTE · FLORINDA BOLKAN

INVESTIGATION OF ACITIZEN
above suspicion
Screenplay by UGO PIRRO and ELIO PETRI
Produced by DANIELE SENA TORE lor VERA FILMS· TECHNICOLOR"

IR I

.... ..

~ ~
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MONDAY MAY 1, TUESDAY MAY2
LAN 103 ADMISSION $1 .00
7:00 & 9:30 P.M.

€
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tightl y done 7
arrested and thrust into a
nightmare world of question s,
. accusation , forced confessions
" The Confession ," the most - and pain.
recent film by Costa-Gavras, .
Yves Montand, as London is
the director of "Z"., is a taut
almost too good. Montand 's
drama that pounds the view
performance draws the viewer
both
intellectually
and
into the character , to
emotionally.
experience along with him the
Done in the same swift,
physical and psychological
·driving style as "Z," "The
tortures of London's arrest,
Confession" is the story of
interrogation and trial.
Arthur London, a victim of the
Along with the performance
1951 Czechoslovakian purge
by . Montand ,
" The
of the Communist Party.
. Confession" is marked by fine·
London is Deputy Minister
acting throughout. Especially
of Foreign Affairs when he is
notable is Gabriele F erzetti as
London 's interregator.,
By Paul W ilbom
Oracle News Editor

Co sta-G avras has chosen his
s ubject well for th_e
frighteningly effective thing
about "The Confession " is that
It 1s true.

/

"Treemonisha," a rag-folk
opera by black composer Scott
Joplin', will premier Monday at
8 p.m. on WUSF -FM through
National Public Radio.
The opera was originally
published in 1911 but was
performed for the first time

recently in Atlanta.
The story centers around
N ed and Monisha, two
recently free blacks, and their
daughter T reemon'isha whom
. th'ey found under a tree near
their cabin. Treemonisha was
then sent to a white famil y to be
educated.

TAURUS,
APRIL 20-MAY 20.

~:_·

.
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-;t -~-.
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Activities

p.m.

The opera begins when she
returns to her village at the age
of 18 and confronts the
superstitio.ns which the local
"conjurers" use to hold the
people in their power, and
becomes atcepted as the leader
o(the community.

© 1972 Jos. Schlitz .Brewing Co., Milwaukee and other great cities,

Campus

Friday April 28 -- UC Weekend
movie, "The Baby Maker," FHA 101.
7:30 and 10 p.m. Admission 50 cents.
Film Art Series. Costa Gavras' "The
Confession," ENA 7:30 and 10 p.m.
Admission: students $1, general $1.50.
El Casino: "Night of Mock
Gambling. " Tom Sawyer Riverboat. 9
p.m.-midnight. Admission with 1.0.
$1.50.
.
Open Air Folk Concert. Mall
between Alpha and Gamma dorms.
Bring your own instrument.
Speech Department Production,
"Pale Horse, Pale Rider," LAN 103. 8
p.m. Admission Free.
Experimental Theatre. Cen_tre Stage
TAR 120. 2
U .. S. Senator Marlow Cook. UC
252. 4 p.m.
Contemporary Graphics, " Recent
Aquisitions USF," Teaching Gallery,
USf' .
Saturda y April 29 -- UC
Recreational Tournament Day. UC
recreation area. 10 p.m.
UC Weekend m.ovie. See Friday ,
April 28 .
I
Film Art Series. See Friday.
Speech Department. See Friday .
Sunday April ·30 -- Open Air
Concert. Rod Stewart and Faces, with
Free. Tampa Stadium. 7: 30 p.m.
Admission $4.50.

Auditorium . Student tickets
are $ 1 and Gen~ral admission is
$ 1.50 for the F ilm A rt Series
presentation.

Radio to air .blacl< Opera

Rod Stewart,
Faces to play
It didn 't take listeners long to
get used to Rod Stewart's
gravel-lined voice . .
He played with Long John
Baldry before he really was
Long John Baldry, and secondbilled the Rolling Stones before
they really got rolling.
And now, with Faces, he's
gained the momentum to storm
_American audiences with " the
Rod Stewart Album,"
Gasoline Alley " and "Every
Picture Tells a Story," not to
mention overwhelming bits
and pieces on " Faces/ Long
Player. "
SEewart and Faces will be
appearing Sunday night,
courtesy of HBS Productions
of Orlando, in Tampa Stadium.
Playing along-side Stewart
will be Free and the world 's
first rock 'roll circus.
•Tickets, available at
Rasputin's and at the Stadium
Box Office, are priced at $4.50 . .

"The Confession " will be
presented Friday, Saturday and
Sunday nights , at 7:30 and IO
tn · the
Engineering _'

You've entered the zone of
Taurus the Bull.
·, Schlitz Malt Liquor is always there.
If life seems to be hitting you with more boldness than usual,
~t·s not your imagination. It's the influence of Taurus. He has
that effect. .
·
.
.
If you've run into Schlitz Malt Liquor, you already know
the Bull 's characteristics. And you know the Bull is there whenever
you want bold , dependable good taste.
Even if you're of a quieter sign, you'll be drawn by the relentless
energies of Taurus the Bull. Just be prepared . Because there's rro
denying the dominating boldness of Schlitz Malt Liquor.

Nobody makes 111alt liquor like Schlitz. Nobody.

.
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USF netters w,hip Jax;
seas.o n finale S·aturday

..,·=

Saturday at 2 p.m. FSU is
"probably the second bestteam
in the state," according to USF
coach Spaff Taylor. FSU is
also ranked in the top ten in the
country, he said.

By John Brill
Oracle Sports Writer
The Golden Brahman
netters upped their record ·to
ll-10 yesterday with a 6-3
victory over Jacksonville and
now prepare for Florida State
· in the season finale.
USF hosts the Seminoles

The match with tough _FSU
is a "psychological thing," said
Taylor. The SeminQles have a
fine squ~, but ''it's ou_r last
match and our guys will be
up," said the USF net coach.
Against Jacksonville, . USF
and won the match with the
singles. The Brahmans took the
match 6-3, but the score was
closer tjlan indicated.
There were six three-5-et
·matches in the three-hour
contest. Four of the threesetters occure9 in the singles
and two tie breakers were
needed in the Steve
Harrington/ Gary
Roebuck
doubles match·. .
USF No. 1, Bill Joiner, lost

Kevin Hedburg volleys
with Bill Joiner.
the two were
USF'sonly
doubles win

/(appa Sig leads 61 ·teams
Kappa Sig is leading teams in.
men's intramural softball with a
5-0 record after their win
yesterday overZeta Beta Tau,
23-8.
Forty-six games were
played this week with several
other teams building winning
records. ATO, Beta 3 East,
Beta 2 East, and Redman have,
built up respectable 3-0
rec~rds, while· Alpha 2East,
Alpha 2West, Theta , 1,
Tetracans, and Physical
Education are 2-0 over-all.
According to information
available at press time, Sigme
Digme is 2-r, Fontana North is
1-0, BSU is · l-1, Sigma Nu
White is 0-1 ·, TEP breaks even
at 1-1, Alpha lWest is 2-1,
Alpha 1East is -also even at 1-1.
TKE with four games down ·

-

-

is 2-2, Fontana West is 1-1,Just
Us is 2-1 while F[J I is down 04. L\1arjo is 2-1, Fontana North
is 0-1 and Alpha 4East is down
three.
Alpha 4West has an even 1-1
· record, Iota 2 is 2-0, ~he Space
Cadets are 2-1,. ·and Beta
Ground East .is 2-2.
With five games played
Sigma Nu is 1-4, DeSoto is 1-2
after three games as are the
Joint Effort and the De-ad End
Kids. ,
-Doubles are 1-1, 0e_lta Tau
Delta are even at 2-2, Beta
3West is down 0-3 as is Phi
Delta Theta.
Ca.mpus Security, playing as
the Mean Gre~n, is down 0-1
and so is a group of housing

MONOGRAMS
Needlepoint Yarn & Bags

personnel playing under the
name of th,e · Wonder
Warthawgs .

Ph. 935-8168

In yesterday's games the
winners were: ATO over
Sigma Phi Epsilon, 7-2; Iota 2 .
over Lambda, 14-4; Iota l over
Theta 1,_ 24-4; Alpha 1West
over 4East, 3-1; Alpha 2East
over 3We.st 12-8.

®lhr 14irknry Inn
.

TAKE OUT ORDERS
We serve Beer & Wine

LUNCH SPECIAL - $1. 25

t,)t)Nf)~ ~t~L~G-E
SALES - SERVICE - PARTS

-

Cycles Are Our Business - Our Only Business!
ALSO DEALERS IN GREEVES AND DALESMAN

-

MONDAY 9 TO 9
CLOSED SUNDAYS
WEEKDAYS 9 Tll 6

Good, Fa , t Service
Is Our Way _
Of Say ing Thanks

I971-8171 I

14727 H. NEBRASKA AVE;.
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: FREE· TONIGHT AN·o SAlURDAY :

•

:

A WHITE SPRINGS PARTY

•

from

l:;tst ·. contest to LS UNO: but the
Al.l-Star f_tno gave th e
P nvateers 1ts.
·
.
.
They scored 63 of -the 85 ,.
points ' in the first game and
c
35 pomts
accounted · 1or
Kiser wer.~ selected to appear 1n
between them in the second·
SatQrday
the 1972 edition of
contest.
Olympic
Regional - . Qualifying
Outstanding College Athletes
Tournament for wrestling, starts at 9 ·
of America. ·
a.m.
The athletes are selected foli
USF Soccer vs. Florida Iranian
their ability on the court,
.
.
Club, 10:30 a.m. , here.
community -~erv1ce, campus
Great Raft Race, I :30 p.m ., USF
Drivers tn Sunday ' s
activities, character, leadership
riverfront.
"picturessence" rail ye .will
USF Rugby vs. Orlando Rugby
and -scholastic ach1evemenc
Club, 2-p.m., soccer field .
follow pictures instead of
Hones, Kiser and former
Tennis, Florida State, . 2 p.m. ,
written directions, according to
Brahman guard Tommy Davis
Andros Courts.
a
spokesman for the USF
were selected to the LSU-New ·
Baseball, USF vs. University of
Sports Car Club. ,
Orleans
All-Opponent
Tampa, at Tarripa, 3:30 p.m.
_Registration will begin at 11
Basketball Team. High-scorer
Sunday
a.m.
drivers and navigators ,
Kiser and Jones \1/ere named
and a driv.ers' clinic will be held
nonorable mention while Davis
Soccer FWCSL semi-finals, USF
at
12 :30 p.m., according to
was place on the second team of
plays MacDill, 2 p.m., here.
Rallyemasters
Glen Dourough
All-Stari,.
" Picturessence" Fun Rally, 11 a.m. ,
and Milt McPherson.
FAH parking lot.
, · Th~\:·-~Br~hmans lost two
,,

Ml BACK YARD

SPECT ACULOR 2 FOR l DEA.L
SUPER BRAZIERS·

Rallye Sunday ·

TODAY

AT

Dairq
Queen

for

'fJ,; ~/,

•
•:

:

:
Featuring
:
Dixie Blue Grass Partners
:
:
Kathy - Ron Canady -· Pat'tie Mitchell
:
•
•
•
Tara Darrayin - Bud Klein - John McKuhen
•
:
:
2
:
Miles S. of
:
,
.
Busch Gardens
•
:
.
·•
• •• • •• • • • • •• • • ·• • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • .• • • • • ~ • • • • ·

Baseball, Florida Presbyterian
vs.
year's first: ever varsity
USF, 3:30 p.m.
basketball
squad have received
Karate Club, Advanced-- 6-8 p.m.,
---post-season awards.
Gym dance room.
Yoga, 7 . p.m. Gym IOI. $6 Forwards Arthur Jones, the
. instruction fee.
Brahmans MVP, and John

r.:o ;t.r,r ?Z""'-"'f.1-:; ?I~ ,.11

.

4330 E. Hillsborough · Hrs. 11 a.m. · 10 p.ni . Closed Sunday PHONE 621-;1204

Play among the 61 registered
teams will resume Monday at
4: 15 on the USF softball fields.

~

11615 F·lorida Ave. at Fowler

The World's Finest Bar-8-Q
Health Foods & Anitques

Kappa Sig over ZBT 23-8;Pi Kappa Alpha 5, Sigma Nu 4;
Primos over MEENU, 10-9 ;
Budman over Dead End Kid,
16-8; Marjo over Delta Sigma
Pi, 19-11; and Beta Ground
over 3West, 11-7.

named -: outstanding
players

-

KINGCOME'S TRIMMINGS

Jones, . Ki·ser, ·oavis
Three

the first set to Norweigian
Jorgen Elrik 6-7, but finished
strong for. a 6-1, 6-0 three-set
win. Kevin Hedberg whipped
Pip Danldeman in another
three-set match.
Another Norwegian, Knut
Skabo, r~gistered the only
Dolphin singles win, 7-5, 6-0
over Mike J-Iuss. ·Roebuck and
Harrington also scored
marathon wins with Joel
Rac~er posting a 6-1, 6-4 win.
The only Brahman victory
· in the doubles came from the
team of Joiner/ Hedberg. The
duo fought back from a 2-6
start to CQP the last two sets, 63, 6-4.
Coach Taylor said the match
was "pretty · much as
predicted." "They juggled up
their lineup and came down
here to give us a fight. " This
was the second Brahman
victory over Jacksonville this
season.

10830 NORTH 56th STREET
,. TEMPLE ._ YER.RACE
j

"~

'.
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State .Bani<

SUPER lO JEANS

•

sellli- fina Is;
•
leac;ts leaQu e scorin g, wins
USF enters the Florida West
Coast Soccer League semifinals Sunday against MacDill
Air Force Base at 2 p.m.
Playing
under
the
sponsorship of University
State Bank, the Brahmans have
an 11-0-1 record in league
play, having scored 69 goals.
Opponents have seared only
20 goals against USF, which
also leads in seasonal points·.
The Brahmans have ·23 points
based on two for a win, one for
a tie, and none for a loss.

. MacDill is second in seconddivision play with a 5-6-0
season and 19 goals scored.
Sarasota Athletic, the top
second-division team, will play
on their . home field Sunday
agamst Pa.nhellenic . The
winner will play the victor in
the State Bank - MacDill
contest next Sunday for the
league title.
The Brahmans are a clear-cut
favo·rite - for the league title;
their nearest opponent,
Panhellenic, has scored 11 less

BlUEDENIM
AND
PASTElS

goals and two less seasonal
pomts. They have a 10:-1-1
record.
The USF team is up for .its
third championship. Coach
Dan Holcomb's men captured
the cup the last two years under
the ~ponsorship of the · Ybor
City Rotary Club, and if the
league determines that the
name changedoes not effect the
team, the cup will be retired and
awarded to USF, should
the Brahmans win.

IN SIZES 1-J-S-7-9 ,

SIZE S-7-9.SHOPS
w ·e st Sh_o re .Plaza
* the brand name

,.

PERSONALS

This is your LEVI store. We have ·
denim -& corduroys in regulars &
BELLS. Also, boots, shirts & Western
hats. Only IO min. from campus.
Bermax Western Wear-8702 Nebraska
Ave.
MCA T / DAT: Summer home study '
review & testing program for the
Medical/Dental Admission Tests. For
information write: Graduate Studies
Center, Box 386, New York, .. Y.
1001 I.
U.S. Businesses in Greece Pamphlet
lists nearly JOO names , addressed, &
products of U.S. companies & their
Greek affiliates (includes directors &
managers of these orgs.) Contact them
by mail for possible openings. Send
$2 .00 to Info Systems P.O. Box 17704
Tampa, Fl. 3361 _2.
TYPING SER VICE. IBM Selectric
Termpapers, manuscripts, theses,
letters and other. 10 min:- from USF.
Call Lore Schmoll 971-2673.
Quali.ty typing in my home. Any kind,
expecially medical. From yournotesor
Stenorette tape. Call 988-7763
evenings.
GO TO EUROPE-Tampa-Lo ndonTampa $2 15 . June, 17, return Sept. 2.
For information see David, Soc. 301 .
L,arge 3 BR house for rent. Wooden
floors, fireplace, porch, lak,e, 12 acres.
Close to school. After 5 p.m. call 9496492; Best House ,Offer Yet! ·
Riders needed to Richmond, Va. or
·points in between via.__ U.S. 30 I and
19 5. Leave Thursday, May 11 and
return late Sun. May 14. Call Ken 9710972 by April -29.
See ·The Crazy Quilt (American),
Wed ., May 3, 8:00 P.M. in Lan 103,
S 1.00. " A rarity on any age and
experience level!"--Judith Crist.
Will share 1 BR apt with male senior,
grad. or mature undergrad. Apris furn .
AC., pool $75 mo. See after 6 pm at
_:1403 #2 Villa Lane-Northside Villas . .
Univ.ersity Oaks now renting large 1
bedrm apt. twin beds, furn ., central
hear & air. 1407 127 Ave. Ph. 9711307 or 876-83 I 2
ANIJROS RADIO-92FM. Call 6512
nightly 9-12 with your requests.
TYPING, fast neat, accurate· Spellin!?
corrected no _extra .charge. Nina Schiro,
111 IO N. 22nd St. 971-2139. If no
answer 235-3261.

Part time jobs for students Flo.rida
Prestressed, 6301 N. 56th St. next to
King High needs part time help. No
experience, flexible hrs. See J .T.
Hendon.

-LOST & FOUND
~

~

EXTRA PAY! All former military
personnel earn $50 per month & more
for 12 hours work in the Naval
Reserve. Call Bill Van Dyke, 2233826.

FOUND: Dark grey Schnauzer,
unclipped ears. Vicinity USF. 2328215.

~--------·-----------~-----------,.
BALLOT: U.S.F ..-LECTUR E SERIES 1972-7·3

fij\f\•i~-

i

MISCELLANEOUS
FOR SALE

•l•

-~1For sale-Vivitar 28mm per-set f2 .8
lens with Nikon mount, like new $30.
Vivitar 2X extender for Nikon-Meter
Coupled $10. See Dick Strong FAH
143 or 949-6956.
For
sale-Thoroughbred
staHion,
excellent for stud or pleasure. Grade
geldings both English Pleasure-calm, !?entle-reasonable Call 253-8861, ext.
297 or 932-9943

ORACLE CLASSIFIED$
ONLY

$1

Please turn in_ your ballot to either TAT Box Office or EDU 102

I

II

1969 Fiat 124 Sport Coupe. Good
• condition. $1300 or best offer. Call
Mark, Beta 202 . 974-6360. Leave
message.

CORVETTE 70 Red Convertible
AM-FM Radio, 4 'speed 350cc-350
HP 24,000 mi. Balance of 50,000 mi.
w~rranty, $3595., Call 877-1997

,.,

LOST,! Silver female Bedlington. Red
collar with tag. Poodel like. Child's pet.
Reward! Call 988-4386.

Students: Can you spare three or four
hrs. per day to. make extra money? No
· selling experience necessary. Ph. 8726579.

' 65 Econolin Van. Engine,
transmission good shape. Needs body
work. $400 or best offer. Call Ken
238-6086.

-NOW PLAYING

PUZZbE RINGS-Sterling silver & 14
kt. gold, 4 thru 17 bands. Made to
order. Contact Tracy Davis, 9717555, Desoto 623, leave· message.

MEN&WOMEN

67 Porche 912 5-speed. Some body
rust, engine has 30,000 mi but needs
valve job. $2500. Call 974-6360 or
6361 Beta 203 . Lea"..e message.

NE_B_RASKA AT FOWLER 971-0007

3-M Portable copier, $40. Panasonic
Tape Recorder, only 10 hrs. playing
time. $65. · Call Frank, 974-6350,
Mon-Wed.

JOBS

denotes apparel

manufactured only by H-K co:poration, Atlanta, Ga ..

Classified Ads
Weddings PHOTOGRAPHER also
invitations for all occasions. After 6 call
621-1607

-~Ma/.®
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or send in campus mail to: Lecture Series FAH ·1 10. •

1_

I1
II

--ARTHUR C. CLARKE - author of '2001'
etc.
--LAWRENCE
FERLINGHETTI
poet
--HUGH DOWNS - formerly of the TODAY
show
--INDIRA GHANDI - world
leader
--GEORGE REEDY - former White House ·
Press Secretory
--KURT VONNEGUT, JR. - author of
'Slaughterhouse Five' etc.
--BUCHMINISTER FULLER - .
env:ironmentalist
--REV. JESSE JACKSON - operation
Breadbasket
--GEORGE CARLIN - new wove comedy

--JOHN 0 . KINNENS - author 'Cotillion',
-.
essoyest
--MINISTER FANKHAN - Muhammad's
spokesman
--JAMES BALDWIN - poet, author
--ARNA BONTEMPS
Distinguished
scholar
--SEN. PAUL McCLOSKY - Rep., campaigned
against Nixon
--M!KE RUYOKO - columnist, Chicago
.
-::::....JERRY BRUNO - author 'Boss'
- - JEANNE DIXON - author 'Gift of
Phrophecy'

--~~~~AM WHITE - author 'Making of

--:~l;o~~YAKAW A - noted linguist, edu-

I

the President'
·· --ALLEN GINSBERG - poet
-JACK NICHOLSON - actor, director
--JULIAN BECK and JUDITH MELINA founders of 'The Living -Theatre'
--BILL BUCKLEY - columnist, commentator
·--CHARLES REICH - author 'Greening of America'
--Ml~TON FRIEDMAN - economist
--GERMAINE GREER - women's lib
_:_FRANK RIZZO - Former Philadelphia
Chief of Police
--lE- ROI JONES - poet playwright
--ALVIN TOFFLER - author 'Future Shock'
--ANGIE BROOKS - Liberian delegate of
the US
--NIKKI GIOVANNI - Black poetess

--JOH MORROW KINDBERGH - oceanographer
--JACQUES COUSTEAU - ecologist
-BARBARA LODEN - director & star
of 'Wanda'
--DR. CHARLES HURST - President of
Malcom X College
--KATE MILLET - women's lib
--GEORGE MEANY - labor leader
--MIKE NICHOLS - f ::n and stage director
--NEWTON . MINOW - former Chairman
of the FCC

I

-.

_

- - ~ ::~~~h~lo~~RE - Publisher of 'The
1
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Name or Student Number:
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Unsigned Ballots Will Not Be Accepted
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Dic·t a t o r s h i P - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - Continued from page one ·

tonight so that we can give it to
the regent (Marshall Criser,
who will be • on · campus)
tomorrow, " Sperling said.
Business Sen. Ken Richter,
leading the opposition, called
fordefeato fthemotion ,and for
defeat of "irresponsibility,
irrationality, lack of represenspontaneous egotation, and
. . ,,
tnppmg.
Richter charged supporters
of the motion with trying to
manipulate students because
"students won't do what you
want them to."
Commuter Sen. Bill Davis
replied, "It's not that students
won't do what we want them

Col lier---Continued from page one

tangible results must be shown.
After deliber~tion, Collier
said he felt USF :was interested
in compliance with the law
rather than actively prompting
racial equality.
"My task is to make sure
they ' can go past just
<;ompliance ," Collier said. "If
we are genuinely interested , we
must do more than just what is
legally required," he added.
Collier also said universities
tend to be conservative in their
treatment of racial minorities.
"They accept different
multi-racial groups but then
-they try to tum them out as
white as possible,"' Collier said.
"This is not satisfactory
because what blacks want is to
gain a multi-racial education. "
Collier urged USF to follow
the example of other schools
and make impressions on the
through
commun ity
construction and building
programs.
"USF could make an impact
on the community if we hire
contractors who have minority
groups in all levels of
operation," he said.

to, but that we know things
that they do not and we can tell
them."
He urged that legislators
examine the piece of legislation
without
carefully ,
emotionalism.
Commute r Sen. Mark
Levine advised Sperling, "it
would do you good to learn
tactics about dealing with
people like Mackey. This is like
cutting off your nose to spite
· your face." .
Pr.es. ,Pro Tern John
Kilcrease described the motion
as practical.
"If we feel that the
administration is not doing
what it's supposed to · do, we

.

should end our complicity with
it. If we can't get things done
for the students, we should at
least let them know what is
going pn," he said.
Commuter Sen. Ed Conway
contended that unless the
motion was taken to the
students before it was voted on,
SG would create the
illegitimacy it accused Mackey
of.
Education Sen. Jeff Crisman
responded to Conway by
comparing SG to Washington,

D.C.
"You were elected by your
constituency. If you have to go
back to the people and ask them
what they warit, you shouldn't

be sitting there," he said.
Argos Rep.John Brooks also
said students should be.asked if
they want "this type of
garbage," and should be given
a chance to think about it.
Sallye · Simons, commuter
senator, described the wording
of the motion as "polite
compared to what students
have been called, i.e. whores."
the
that
Charging
_administration thinks nothing
of taking away student rights,
she said, "I think it's abouttime
we stood up fortheright s of the
students."
SG said it.will distribute the
resolution throughout the

University community. SG
Pres. Mark Adams said that
while he does not endorse the
successful motion, he will see
that copies of it are distributed.
SG also voted unanimously
to support the "resident
students' struggle" to obtain
visitation rights.
The ~od y passed a
resolution to recommend that
final exam grades be made
available to students in the
college offices no later than the
day professors are required to
have the grades m the
registrar's office.
Copies of rhe resolution will
be sent to Mackey, Vice Pres.
Carl Riggs, and the deans.

Empty pRH11ises.

ThaB what you get when
other beauty products talk about lemon.
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Continued from page oi:ie

. "Many people believe the
junk," she · said about the dis'repu table advertising.
Miss Davis discussed many
popular but false myths about
food products, especially sugar
and soft drinks.
Free soft drinks were once
distributed to American-Indian
school children instead of milk
to give them "instant
energy." Miss Davis angrily
people
these
called
"murderers ," explaining how
malnutrition results from the
. artificial sugars.
"Because of this tremendous
use . of sugar;' she said "80160 million people in the
United Sta.tes suffer low blood
sugar."
Some 101 million suffer
chronic illness, while almost
3,000 people a day die of heart
disease, she added.

Only Lemon UpMhas the natural-iuice of one whole lemon.·_••
.controls oily skin and hair naturallJ
Most lemon beauty products
just give you lemon perfume. Or a dab
of lemon extract. ·
Only Lemon Up gives you the natural
juice of one whole lemon in every
bottle. And lemon juice is nature's
own grease-cutter.
So Lemon Up Shampoo cleans
clee.ner and rinses fresher, for brighter,
longer-lasting shine.
Lemon Up Facial Cleanser whisks
away dirt and oil and leaves your skin
· naturally fresh and glowing.
And there's Lemon Up Anti-Blemish
Lotion, a special cleanser for
complexion problems.
· It cleans pores and kills bacteria
on skin with its anti-bacterial formula.
Lemon Up, the only lemon beauty

products in the world with the natural
juice of one whole lemon. And that's
a promise we keep.

Lemon Up

